THE BOOK OF JUBILEES AND THE MIDRASH
PART 2: NOAH AND THE FLOOD
ZVI RON
INTRODUCTION

The Book of Jubilees is a retelling of Genesis and the beginning of Exodus
in the form of an angel speaking to Moses. It was written by a Jew in Hebrew
some time around the early second century BCE, perhaps even earlier. The
original Hebrew is lost to us today; our translations are based primarily on
Ethiopic texts. Like the Midrash, Jubilees often supplements the Biblical narratives with additional information; at other times, Jubilees provides a resolution to a difficulty in the biblical text, another concern of Midrash. As such,
the Book of Jubilees may be categorized as an early form of midrashic litera1
ture. Some of the interpretations in Jubilees are in fact preserved in the later
midrashic literature. The title, "Book of Jubilees," reflects the author's particular way of viewing the chronology of the world as a series of 49-nine year
cycles, but it was also sometimes referred to as "The Little Genesis" (Bereshit
2
3
Zuta in Aramaic), since it is an abbreviated retelling of Genesis. Jubilees
was not incorporated into rabbinic literature, as it differs in some very fundamental legal points – most famously the insistence on a purely solar calen4
dar, as opposed to the rabbinic lunar/solar model, and stringencies regarding
5
Shabbat observance. In a previous article ("The Book of Jubilees and the
Midrash on the Early Chapters of Genesis", The Jewish Bible Quarterly,
41:3, July 2013) we saw how the Book of Jubilees dealt with various difficulties in the text of the early chapters of Genesis in ways occasionally similar
and sometimes very different from the later rabbinic midrashic literature. In
this article we will focus on how Jubilees dealt with the narratives of Noah
and the Flood, as compared to the rabbinic Midrash.
THE ELDEST SON OF NOAH

The Bible first introduces Noah's sons in the order of Shem, Ham and Japhet (Gen. 5:32), the order followed in Genesis 9:18 and 10:1. However,
when the three sons and their offspring are listed, Japhet comes first (Gen.
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10:2), followed by Ham (Gen. 10:6) and lastly Shem (Gen. 10:21). Genesis
10:21 refers to the relative ages of Shem and Japhet in an ambiguous way:
And to Shem, also to him [sons] were born…ahi Yefet ha-gadol. This last
phrase can be understood as either the brother of Japhet the elder or the elder
brother of Japhet. Jubilees gives a detailed account of the birth of Noah's
sons and states that Shem was the firstborn, being three years older than Ham
and seven years older than Japhet (Jub. 4:33). Josephus also lists Shem as the
eldest in his Antiquities (1:108-111). The standard syntax of Genesis 10:21
and its cantillation indicate that Shem was in fact the oldest of Noah's chil6
dren.
A problem arises from the assertion that Shem was the eldest of Noah's
children. We are told that Noah was 500 years old when he began having
children (Gen. 5:32), and that the Flood began in the 600th year of his life
(Gen. 7:11). We are further told that Shem was 100 years old when he begot
Arpachshad, two years after the Flood (Gen. 11:11). If Shem was the oldest,
he should have been 102 (not 100) years old two years after the Flood. Thus
the verses listing the names of the brothers indicate that Shem was the oldest,
but the calculation based on these verses would indicate that he was not the
oldest. However, as Ibn Ezra points out in his commentary to Genesis 10:21,
there are a number of ways to interpret these figures so as to preserve Shem
as the eldest, an approach also followed by Abrabanel.
In contrast, Genesis Rabbah 26:3 explains that Japhet was actually the oldest; however, Shem is written first when the brothers are listed because he
was chosen by God, born circumcised, and the ancestor of Abraham, and
because the Temple was built in his land. While Japhet was born first, Shem
was more holy and significant. This approach is followed in Genesis Rabbah
37:7 and is the conclusion in TB Sanhedrin 69b. Based on this, Rashi in his
commentary to Genesis 5:32 explains that Japhet was the eldest, but Shem
was more righteous.
Seeing that the majority of verses put Shem first, implying that he was the
eldest, it is not hard to see where Jubilees got the idea that Shem was born
first. Why, then, would the Rabbis reject this approach? The Bible consistently presents a theme of reverse primogeniture, where the firstborn is rejected
7
in favor of a younger son. This is explicit with regard to Ishmael/Isaac,
Esau/Jacob, Reuben/Judah or Joseph, Manasseh/Ephraim and, later, David/his brothers and Solomon/his brothers. Similarly, Cain, the firstborn, is
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villainous and murders Abel, his younger brother. It seems that the Rabbis
of the Midrash read this idea into the sons of Noah as well, and understood
that since Shem is the ancestor of the Israelites, he must follow the pattern of
other biblical heroes and be a younger brother who usurps an unworthy older
8
one.
There may be an additional factor operating here as well. Japhet is presented in a positive way in the Bible, taking honorable care of his father Noah
and receiving a blessing from him, just as Shem did (Gen. 9:23, 27). This
seemingly places Japhet on an equal footing with Shem. Since Japhet is the
ancestor of Javan, Greece (Gen. 10:2), there may be an implication that the
dueling cultures of the Israelites and Greeks are in some way equally meritorious. However, by casting Japhet as a rejected firstborn, Japhet (and by extension his offspring) can be seen as unworthy of the birthright and somehow
morally inferior to Shem, placing the Israelites in the superior position.
NOAH'S WIFE

In the Bible it is not unusual for wives not to be mentioned and, if mentioned, not to be named. By contrast, Jubilees commonly gives the names of
the wives of biblical personalities: one of the characteristics of Jubilees is the
9
large number of proper names it supplies, particularly of women. In the case
of Noah's wife, in Jubilees it is given as Emzara, his cousin (Jub. 4:33).
Genesis Rabbah 23:3 identifies Naamah, the daughter of Lemech and sister
of Tubal-cain (Gen. 4:22), as Noah's wife. This is consistent with the rabbinic
approach to identify unnamed biblical characters with pre-existing, named
10
biblical characters. Since it is rare for the Bible to mention daughters by
name, it was understood that Naamah must be significant. Additionally, since
her name implies "pleasantness", and perhaps because her father had the
same name as Noah's father Lemech, she was deemed an appropriate wife for
Noah. Identifying Naamah as Noah's wife also serves to give purpose to the
detailed list of Cain's offspring in Genesis 4:17-22, particularly since Naamah
is the very last person mentioned in the genealogy, hinting that in some sense
she is the culmination of the offspring of Cain. Also, it was important to find
a name for Noah's wife to parallel the original first man and woman, Adam
11
and Eve, who were both named.
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Based on the different identifications of Noah's wife, we have two different
views of the current ancestry of mankind. According to Jubilees, all of humanity is now descended only from Seth, Cain's offspring having been completely obliterated in the Flood. From the rabbinic perspective, humanity is
descended from both Seth (on Noah's side) and Cain (his wife's side), and
some Cain element still exists in the world. R. Naftali Zvi Yehudah Berlin, in
his commentary Ha'amek Davar (Gen. 4:22), states that Naamah represents
any good attributes in Cain that were considered important to preserve and
contribute to the future of humanity. It is also worth noting that in the older
amoraic literature of the Midrash (Gen. Rabbah 22:13, Lev. Rabbah 10:5)
Cain is portrayed as a penitent, who then inspired his father Adam to repent
as well. Thus, in the rabbinic view, there was some redemptive feature in
Cain which may have been preserved through Naamah as Noah's wife.
THE PURPOSE OF NOAH'S SACRIFICE

The Bible records that Noah offered a sacrifice after leaving the ark: he
took of every clean animal and every clean bird and offered burnt-offerings
on the altar (Gen. 8:20). The exact purpose of these offerings is not stated
explicitly, but we know that God was pleased with them (Gen. 8:21). In Jubilees we are told that two types of sacrifices were actually made. The first was
a kind of sin offering: and he made atonement for the land. And he took the
kid of a goat and he made atonement with its blood for all the sins of the land
because everything which was on it had been blotted out except those who
were in the Ark with Noah (Jub. 6:2). Noah also offered a calf, a goat, a lamb,
kids, salt, a young dove, and a turtledove as burnt offerings (Jub. 6:3).
Genesis Rabbah 34:9 records a dispute as to whether the sacrifices of Noah
were burnt offerings (olot) or peace offerings (shelamim); however, there is
no mention of the possibility that they were sin offerings (korbanot hattat).
Both burnt offerings and peace offerings can function as a way for an individual to demonstrate a connection with God, and the rabbinic view is that
this is what Noah sought to achieve with his sacrifices. Noah was successful
in this endeavor, for immediately after the sacrifices we read of God's decision never again to destroy all living beings (Gen. 8:21).
In Jubilees, Noah offered sacrifices for atonement. The concept of sacrificial blood achieving atonement is emphasized in Leviticus 17:11, while JubiJEWISH BIBLE QUARTERLY
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lees predates this practice to Noah, in accordance with its readiness to find
12
pre-Sinai precedents for Torah commandments. The episode might also be
13
viewed as Jubilees finding an early precedent for the Day of Atonement.
The concept of the land being defiled as a result of sin is also found in the
Bible: Leviticus 18:26-28 emphasizes this in connection with prohibited sexual relations and Numbers 35:33-34 does so with reference to murder. It is a
14
theme that runs throughout the Book of Jubilees. The concept of the land
being defiled in some way may also be found in God's statement before the
Flood, the earth is filled with violence (Gen. 6:13), and after the sacrifice
when God proclaims, I will not curse the ground any more because of man
(Gen. 8:21). However, the concept of a sacrifice effecting atonement for the
defiled land is not found in the Bible. Indeed, Numbers 35:34 specifically
states that the land can have no expiation for the blood that was shed on it,
except through the blood of the one who shed it. Similarly, regarding the ritual of the eglah arufah, a heifer slaughtered when a body is found in a field
and the murderer is unknown, the Bible speaks of atonement for the people
(Deut. 21:8), not for the land. Thus, from the rabbinic perspective, there was
no point in Noah bringing an atonement sacrifice; it was the destruction of
the evildoers during the Flood that provided the necessary atonement.
THE FEAST OF WEEKS

Just after God promises not to destroy the earth again with a flood and
shows Noah the rainbow as a sign of this covenant, Jubilees states: Therefore
it is ordained and written in the heavenly tablets that they should observe the
feast of Shavuot in this month, once per year, in order to renew the covenant
in all (respects), year by year (Jub. 6:17). Jubilees then goes on to describe
how this festival was observed until the death of Noah, after which it was
forgotten except for Abraham who observed it, as did Isaac and Jacob, after
which it was forgotten again until the Israelites were told about it at Sinai
(Jub. 3:18-19). Although this holiday is also associated with the first fruits,
Jubilees understands that this feast is twofold and of two natures (Jub. 6:21),
having an agricultural and historical component just like the other pilgrimage
festivals, the historical aspect being a commemoration of God's covenant
with Noah. According to Jubilees, then, the name of the holiday, Shavu’ot,
refers to the oath (shevu’ah) God made to Noah, as well as the weeks
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(shavu’ot) leading up to the festival mentioned in the Bible. God's covenant
15
with Abraham would take place on this day as well (Jub. 14:20, 15:1-9).
The Bible does not mention a historical component to Shavu’ot, but from
the rabbinic perspective, this holiday commemorates the giving of the Torah
at Mount Sinai. Jubilees also maintains that the giving of the Torah took
place then (Jub. 1:1); however, it is just one of a series of covenantal events
that took place on the original festival of Shavu’ot from Noah's time. Thus,
while there is agreement that the giving of the Torah is commemorated on
Shavu’ot, Jubilees believes that the holiday has its roots in Noah's time, a
notion rejected by the Rabbis. From the rabbinic perspective, the pilgrimage
festivals are all related to events unique to the experiences of the Israelites,
and do not relate to pre-Abrahamic history. While Shabbat and Rosh HaShanah do relate to the creation of the world, Shabbat explicitly in the Bible
and Rosh Ha-Shanah rabbinically (Mishnah Rosh Ha-Shanah 1:1), this concept does not extend to the pilgrimage festivals, which are understood to be
16
exclusively Israelite.
It should be noted that Jubilees does not accept the rabbinic view as to the
date on which Shavu’ot is celebrated. Jubilees understands that the Torah was
given on the sixteenth of Sivan (Jub. 1:1), as opposed to the rabbinic view
that this took place on the sixth or seventh of Sivan (TB Shabbat 86b). Thus,
Jubilees has Abraham celebrating Shavu’ot on the fifteenth of Sivan (Jub.
15:1), in accordance with the approach of its author that Shavu’ot begins 50
17
days after the Shabbat following Passover (the 25th of Nisan). This way of
calculating the date of Shavu’ot stood in opposition to both the Pharisees,
who counted 50 days from the second day of Passover, and the Sadducees,
who counted from the first Sunday during Passover, and is in line with the
18
Dead Sea sect.
ON WHICH DATE DID THE FLOOD BEGIN?

The Bible states that the Flood began in the second month, on the seventeenth day of the month (Gen. 7:11). TB Rosh Ha-Shanah 11b records a dispute about what this date represents. R. Yehoshua says it was the seventeenth
of Iyyar, the second month counting from Nisan, whereas R. Eliezer contends
that it was the seventeenth of Marheshvan, the second month counting from
Tishri. The different dates place the Flood’s occurrence either during the natJEWISH BIBLE QUARTERLY
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ural rainy season (Marheshvan) or once the rainy season ends (Iyyar). In the
discussion of these two approaches in the Talmud, R. Eliezer is on the defensive, the opinion of R. Yehoshua being considered more reasonable, since the
Bible always refers to Nisan as the first month. Nevertheless, the debate concludes with the statement that the Jewish sages follow the opinion of R.
Eliezer, while the gentile sages follow that of R. Yehoshua. Seder Olam Rabbah (ch. 4) likewise states that "the Sages accept the words of R. Eliezer regarding the Flood." The Jerusalem Talmud (Rosh Ha-Shanah 1:1) only rec19
ords the view of R. Eliezer, as does Genesis Rabbah (33:7). Josephus, too,
quotes only the Marheshvan opinion (Antiquities 1.3.3).
Jubilees does not explicitly place the beginning of the Flood in either Iyyar
or Marheshvan, simply declaring (like Genesis) that it began on the seventeenth day of the second month (Jub. 10:23). However, Jubilees, like the Bible, always calculates the months from Nisan. Accordingly, Jubilees follows
the opinion of R. Yehoshua, that the Bible always calculates the months in
20
terms of Nisan being the first.
The reason why R. Eliezer’s opinion became the accepted rabbinic view
was because it implicitly rejected any association of Noah with Shavu’ot.
This has to do not with the date when the Flood began, but rather with the
last date recorded in the narrative, the day the earth finally dried – in the second month, on the twenty-seventh day of the month (Gen. 8:14). According to
R. Eliezer's interpretation, this month was Marheshvan, over half a year away
from the Shavu’ot festival. However, according to R. Yehoshua (and Jubilees), it meant the end of Iyyar, enabling Noah's sacrifice upon leaving the
ark to coincide with Shavu’ot in Sivan. It should be noted that the Torah nev21
er states that Tishri is the first month of the year, and it would seem more
logical to follow the view of R. Yehoshua, that the Bible consistently uses the
same reference point (Nisan) for calculating months throughout the text. Yet
the view of R. Eliezer was accepted by the Sages, because it refuted any possible Noah/Shavu’ot connection, a connection dismissed in rabbinic literature.
PLANTING THE VINE

After the covenant of the rainbow and the list of Noah's sons, the Bible
relates: Noah the husbandman began, and planted a vineyard. He drank of
the wine and became drunk, and he uncovered himself within his tent (Gen.
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9:20-21). The fact that this is written immediately after the passage about
Noah's sons emerging from the ark, and with no other indication as to when
Noah planted the vineyard, gives the reader the impression that this was one
of the first things Noah did once the Flood ended. Now that the danger has
passed and God is appeased, Noah seems to shirk any further responsibility
and gets drunk.
The Book of Jubilees puts a more positive spin on this episode. First of all,
it provides a timeline, informing us that Noah planted the vine many years
after he came out of the ark. The vine took four more years to produce fruit
(Jub. 7:1), and another year was needed for the wine to be ready (Jub. 7:2).
Jubilees further states that Noah drank the wine as part of a feast that included many burnt offerings as an atonement for him and his sons (Jub. 7:3). The
wine was sprinkled on the altar, along with frankincense (Jub. 7:5), and it
22
was only afterwards that Noah drank some of the wine (Jub. 7:6). Noah thus
became drunk in the context of a religious festival. While this was certainly
improper behavior, Jubilees is far kinder than the biblical account, which
provides no ritual context for Noah's drinking of the wine. According to Jubilees, Noah planted the vine to produce wine for ritual use during the festival;
becoming drunk was an unfortunate and unintended result of his good intentions. Furthermore, accord- ing to Jubilees 7:7, Noah lay down and slept, and
was uncovered in his tent as he slept. This means that Noah could hardly be
blamed for his nakedness, as this occurred when he had already fallen asleep,
a detail not mentioned in the Bible.
The Midrash is very critical of Noah, interpreting the phrase "Noah began"
(va-yahel) in Genesis 9:20 as "Noah profaned himself" (the word hol means
"not holy") by planting a vineyard: he should have planted something more
beneficial instead (davar aher shel takkanah), such as figs or olives (Gen.
Rabbah 36:3). TB Sanhedrin 70a states that Noah should have known that
wine causes problems, as the forbidden fruit responsible for Adam's downfall
was a grape vine. Other midrashic sources go even further, having Noah
23
agree to join Satan in planting the vineyard. Genesis Rabbah 36:4, in direct
opposition to Jubilees, states that the wine was ready and that Noah became
drunk on the day he planted the vineyard, implying a hasty and thoughtless
action. Later rabbinic literature places the drunkenness episode on the very
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day Noah emerged from the ark (Zohar Hadash, Midrash ha-Ne'elam, No’ah,
38a).
Jubilees casts the episode of Noah's drunkenness in as positive a light as
possible, in accordance with its general approach – seeing Noah as very
24
righteous and even acting as a priest in terms of the sacrifices he offers.
Jubilees is interested in making Noah serve as an exemplary righteous person, one to be emulated, for example, through the holiday of Shavuot that he
established. He is given similar prominence in Qumran literature. Noah is
cast in the role of the first priest sacrificing on a mountaintop (a prefiguration
of the Temple Mount?), surveying the land from Lubar, and later walking
through its length and breadth, thus linking Noah with Abraham (see Gen.
13:14-17). None of these ideas can be found in rabbinic literature. Jubilees
adds extra-biblical heroic episodes to Noah's life as well, such as his battle
25
with the demons (Jub. 10:1-14). The Rabbis did not view Noah as a wholly
righteous figure, most famously in TB Sanhedrin 108a, where R. Yohanan
states that Noah was righteous only in comparison with his own dreadful
generation. The Rabbis looked instead to Abraham for their earliest role
model.
We have seen that the Book of Jubilees deals with many of the same questions and ambiguities in the biblical text that concerned the later rabbinic
literature. Some of the interpretations found in Jubilees were accepted, some
rejected and others suppressed. Much of the rejected material concerning
Noah in Jubilees has to do with his elevated status, crediting him with the
Shavu’ot festival’s inauguration. The choice of Noah, or indeed any preAbrahamic figure, as a role model was rejected by many rabbinic thinkers,
and this is reflected in their attitudes toward Noah. The Book of Jubilees affords us a glimpse of how the Bible was interpreted in ancient times, centuries before the midrashic literature we are familiar with today came into existence.
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